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V2+ Editor 2.0
- Better UI
- More features
- Load / Store from FHIR

V2+ Editor 1.0

Database + API (based on v2+ & FHIR models)

GitHub Integration
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V2+ Web Publications

V2 Implementation Guides

Converter ?
V2+ Editor 2.0

- Intuitive UI for text editing and content structuring
- Change Tracking
- Widgets for Data Definition editing
- Load / Store from FHIR
- Manage configurations for website generator

V2+ Website Generator

GitHub Integration

FHIR Resources
- Definitions for: Data Types, Data Elements, Segments, Messages, etc.
- Compositions (one per chapter*)

V2 Implementation Guides
- Also maintained as FHIR resource(s)?

V2+ Web Publications
Standards Editor

- Intuitive UI for text editing and content structuring
- Change Tracking
- Widgets for Data Structure Definition editing
- Could include things like a Test Case Editor
- Load / Store from FHIR some serialization format (which could easily be FHIR)
- Manage configurations for website / testing scripts / etc. generators

GitHub Integration

Serialized (FHIR?) Objects
- Test Cases, Message Defs, etc.
- Compositions (one per unit of publication)

Website Generator

Tests into testing rig

Web Publications

.docx
(Also theoretically possible. IEEE requires .docx)